
THE MOTORCYCLE EVENT RIDER MANIA IN

Mates. Motorcycles. Register for Rider Mania and celebrate motorcycling with Royal Enfielders from around the world.
Motorcycling events. Music &.

Maatibaani: A collaborative duo of Nirali Kartik and Kartik Shah, Maatibaani is what happens when folk
meets contemporary. Held on 18th and 19 January at Mahabalipuram. Adds a very different and unique appeal
to the festival. From writing amazing songs featuring lyrics and verses of Kabir, BullehShah, Mirabai and
more, their songs speak to the Indian diaspora of both India and beyond. Since then, Paraphoniks has
continued to evolve into an increasingly genre-agnostic project, embracing various forms of electronic music
with a unique sense of sonic experimentation. Visitors can also sit back and spectate these events. Here is a
quick recap of the festival. And there is no better way to test it than to work it out on the machine. Kids were
also a part of the event and there were many women riders who were spotted with their husbands. Another fun
event was - carry your bike event in which the bikers carried Enfield Electra which is much lighter than other
models and run to the finishing line. Ring Toss Challenge Work with your pillion-cum-partner to show team
skill in bagging the maximum number of rings on the course. History[ edit ] - Early Years[ edit ] Rider Mania
dates back to when it was first hosted in Goa and approximately 74 bikers attended. The company claims that
the Royal Enfield Rider Mania is the largest gathering of Royal Enfield enthusiasts in the world. Motorcycle
Service Area Equipped with technicians, spares and equipment, this is where all kinds of service and repair
work can be carried out, right at the festival venue. It was held at Ooty on the 24th of January. Slowly and
gradually seeing the event turning into a big fat party is the most spectacular thing to watch. RiderMania -
Aftermovie The hilltop at Vagator, Goa was the place to be for the young and the old, from India and all over
the world to ride in and experience Royal Enfields. The beautiful venue and the lively event was witnessed by
approx. Dasta is the coming together of 6 unique artists and creators as a platform pushing culture,
collaboration and community in India. Artists Artist Line up Paraphoniks : Paraphoniks, which began as
Shatrunjai Dewan and Sid Shirodkar exploring their shared love of modular synthesizers, is amongst a handful
of independent artists in the country to have broken through the increasing synthesizer craze. There were
enclosures displaying the special apparels and the latest trends and fashions.


